Diagnostic accuracy of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Checklist in blast-exposed military personnel.
Researchers often extrapolate posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) status from PTSD Checklist (PCL) data. When doing so, cut points should be based on samples with similar characteristics. This study assessed PCL diagnostic accuracy and postconcussive symptom levels within 106 Iraq/Afghanistan war Veterans and servicemembers with recent blast exposure. Two definitions of PTSD were applied: (1) "strict" Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Health Disorders (DSM), 4th edition (DSM-IV) criteria and (2) "relaxed" DSM-IV criteria dropping the A2 criterion as per the DSM, 5th edition (DSM-V). Using a structured interview for PTSD, we found moderate agreement with the PCL. Under strict criteria, PTSD prevalence was 16%, PCL cut point was 66 at peak kappa, and mean Rivermead Postconcussion Questionnaire (RPQ) score trended higher for those with PTSD than for those without PTSD (35.5 +/- 11.2 vs 30.5 +/- 10.7, respectively; p = 0.080). Under relaxed criteria, PTSD prevalence was 26.4%, PCL cut point was 58 at peak kappa, and those with PTSD had higher RPQ scores than those without PTSD (36.4 +/- 11.2 vs 29.5 +/- 10.2, respectively; p = 0.003). Participants diagnosed with blast-related mild traumatic brain injury (n = 90) did not differ from those without mild traumatic brain injury (n = 16) in symptom scores. In conclusion, persons with combat-related blast exposure need higher than conventional PCL cut points and those with PTSD have more severe postconcussive-type symptoms than those without PTSD.